Te31 corolla

It was built from August to July [1] and marked Toyota's greatest growth in the United States in
the wake of the fuel crisis. In addition to its sister model, the Sprinter , there was a
redesigned-body version built by Toyota affiliate Daihatsu , called the Daihatsu Charmant. While
there were certain fourth-generation models with a longer model life, this generation, when
considered as a whole, was the longest-lived one, possibly due to the worldwide recession in
the s. A large range of cars were built using this chassis, including Corollas, Sprinters,
Daihatsu, and the sporty Levin and Trueno models with the DOHC motor, with a fuel injection
upgrade added to Japanese Levin models in January The 3K engine was used in certain
markets and later the 4K , while most Japanese and American models had the bigger 2T engine.
The E40 and E60 series were assigned to the Sprinter variants. Even though the E30 and E50
series were replaced by the E70 series in August in most markets, the original E30 series and
the facelifted E50 series both continued production until July The and series model codes were
reserved for the Corolla's slightly more expensive Sprinter sibling. They also criticized the
"relatively crude rear suspension", lack of interior space, and poor fuel economy when
compared to the VW Rabbit. Emissions became a problem further into the s especially with the
3K engine, which became popular because of its low fuel consumption. In Europe, the third
generation Corolla was offered in the same body styles as in the US. The preceding series
Corolla continued to be available for as much as two years as a cheaper alternative, only with
the two-door sedan body. A small facelift for the model year saw a redesigned dashboard and
additional trim colors for the interior, and a new grille with small twin horizontal steel beams
across it. For the model year, the last year of the E30 in Europe, the sedan's exterior trim was
redesigned for the Deluxe model option with new tail lights without the plastic chromed
surrounds and another new grille. It was a popular car on the Australian market and most body
styles available elsewhere were utilized. Originally released in the SE trim, [ citation needed ] a
luxury CS model was later released in February The CS featured carpeting, a clock, and
reclining cloth seats. The first facelifted version of the Corolla in Australia was released in
November Among the changes were a new grille and dashboard , along with revised interior
trim. The previous 3K-C engine was superseded by the locally built 4K-C. Due to the
expenditure of manufacturing of the car in Australia, the production continued for several years
after it was replaced by the next generation model everywhere else, although the K70 Corolla
Liftback was sold alongside as the Toyota T This facelift coincided with minor interior trim
changes, new seats, revised suspension settings, and a five-speed manual option. From
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